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Canadian Bird Count has a new initiative —an annual bird count for kids. This bunch are plying their binoculars by the lightstation on Brooks Point Regional
Park, South Pender (story below).

Having it four ways: pipeline ownership - Patrick Brown
Northern Gateway Pipelines Limitted Partnership
(NGPLP) claims billions of dollars in benefits to the
Canadian economy on the basis that the existence of
its proposed pipeline will create an advantageous
‘price-setting’ mechanism for all tar sands bitumen.
The December report of the National Energy Board’s
Joint Review Panel notes the NGPLP claim that all
Alberta bitumen producers should be able to escape
severe price discounts (for bitumen), currently
prevalent in US markets, through the opportunity the
pipeline would provide to access higher Asian market
prices.
However, the ownership structure of the pipeline—
a limited partnership of oil industry corporations—
severely restricts the shipping capacity available to
non-partners. Together with significantly higher tolls
for non-partners, pipeline ownership may limit their
Asian market access, thus leaving the claimed ‘pricesetting’ function open to serious question. With no
significant competition, the members of the Northern
Gateway Limited Partnership could effectively
monopolize the Asian trade.

Flow Through Mechanism

The limited partnership structure incorporates a ‘flowthrough’ mechanism whereby net revenues from the
pipeline are taxed in the hands of the partners, who
may well be in a position to use losses from their
production operations to neutralize their resulting tax
exposure.

is at these

The flow-through structure also limits the extent of
each Partner’s current investment, which in turn limits
their liability in the event of accidents or spills.

Quadruple Advantage

Thus Northern Gateway’s partners, who are also
bitumen producers and shippers, would have the
quadruple advantages of controlling access to Asian
markets, lower tolls, favourable tax treatment of
pipeline profits, and limited liability in the event of
spills.
At present, Northern Gateway’s limited partnership
consists of General Partner Northern Gateway
Pipelines Inc, and Enbridge Inc, the sole Limited
Partner.
Funding Participants, who have the option to
become Limited Partners, include Cenovus Energy
Inc, INPEX Canada Inc, Sinopec, Suncor Energy
Marketing Inc, Total E&P Canada Inc, and MEG
Energy Corp. A majority of these organizations have
significant Chinese equity ownership.
The names of a further four out of ten expected
Limited Partners have not been disclosed. Petro-China
is expected to bid on the construction contracts for the
pipeline.
NGPLP proposes a guaranteed rate of return on
equity for limited partners of 11-12%pa for 30 years 0
For a detailed report on the Enbridge Northern
Gateway pipeline report, turn to pages 6 and 7.

Kids are for the birds

Brooks Point Regional Park was the site for a Bird Count4Kids on January 4.
The iconic park, close to the US border, completed, just last month, with a
significant land acquisition and is now protected for future generations of both
wild birds and kids.
Under mild winter skies, 26 children with 16 parents were divided into seven
small birding groups accompanied by an experienced adult ‘bird mentor’.
Eighteen bird species, and 80 individual birds and one seal were counted by the
binocular-wielding kids.
The Canada Bird Studies event was locally organized by Amanda Griesbach,
Julie Johnston and Jill Ilsley, and hosted by Pender Island Conservancy
Association’s Brooks Point Completion Committee. It was part of the annual
North American Christmas Bird Count, conducted all over the continent on any
one day between December 14 and January 5. Counts are carried out within a
24-km diameter circle that stays the same from year to year. Christmas counts
are generally group efforts, though single-observer counts can and do happen.
They are organized at the local level, usually by a birding club or naturalist
organization.
Amanda Greisbach adds, ‘An awesome turnout for the first year. There were
prizes of a birdbook, two birdfeeders and a poster of Brooks Point for every
family. We finished with hot chocolate and cookies for everyone!’
As well as adding an exciting and fun event to the holiday season, the
Christmas Bird Count provides important information for bird conservation.
Data from Canadian counts were used in assessment reports that added Western
Screech-Owl, Rusty Blackbird, and Newfoundland Red Crossbill to the Species
at Risk Act lists, and the general database was used extensively in the recent
State of Canada's Birds report.
To participate next year, look online for counts happening near you at
www.bsc-eoc.org—or organize one. 0

SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes outside or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall
Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall
Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—VI Conference Centre
Nanaimo—Beaufort Centre
Nanaimo—Crnr Island Hwy @ Hammond Bay Rd
Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza
Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd CO-OP

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall
Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Avenue
Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave
Campbell River—Willow Point Village
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Fossil fuel development
My ‘Wouldn’t That Be Amazing!’ Wish-List for 2014 applications galore

I

Guy Dauncey

have just spent the last two-and-a-half years writing a huge
new book into which I have poured all my hopes and fears,
and an amazing collection of practical, positive, solutions to
our many woes.
The book is titled City of the Future, and it tells the story of
a four-day visit to Vancouver in 2032, by when it has become
one of the greenest cities in the world. I have never found writing
a book such fun, or so compelling: maybe it’s the fictional format
I have adopted, with almost the entire book being in dialogue
between the characters. My plan is to launch City of the Future
in the spring.
Having done all that work, I am sitting on an amazing
cornucopia of positive, visionary solutions, for our cities and the
world. Out of that abundance, I have picked eight possibilities
that I believe could be achieved in 2014, if the right people put
their minds to it.

1. Canada Adopts the Oregon Solution
for Student Debt

Student debt: what a crushing reality for so many. Last year,
however, in Oregon, something incredible happened. An
entirely new approach was adopted called ‘Pay it Forward’.

Day

22
WE

23
THU
24
FR
25
SA
26
SU
27
MO
28
TU
29
WE

POINT ATKINSON
Time

JANUARY/FEBRUARY
Ht./ft.

7.2
15.1
6.9
11.2

0230
0914
1614
2200

Ht./m.

2.2
4.6
2.1
3.4

8.5
14.8
6.2
11.2

0312
0947
1706
2334

2.6
4.5
1.9
3.4

9.5
14.8
5.2

0404
1025
1801

0116
0514
1109
1857

11.8
10.8
14.4
4.3

0338
0808
1301
2048

13.8
11.8
14.4
2.3

2.9
4.5
1.6
3.6
3.3
4.4
1.3

12.8
11.5
14.4
3.3

0238
0643
1201
1954

3.9
3.5
4.4
1.0
4.2
3.6
4.4
0.7

14.4
11.5
14.4
1.6

0425
0917
1405
2139

4.4
3.5
4.4
0.5

15.1
11.2
14.8
1.3

0505
1014
1509
2227

4.6
3.4
4.5
0.4

Day

30
TH

31
FR
1

SA

2

Time

0542
1106
1610
2313

0617
1157
1708
2357

0652
1247
1806

0041
0727
1339
1906

SU

3
MO

0124
0803
1432
2011

4
TU

0208
0840
1526
2125

5
WE
6

THU

0256
0917
1622
2251

0351
0957
1719

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

15.7
9.2
14.4
2.0

4.8
2.8
4.4
0.6

15.4
10.2
14.8
1.3

16.1
8.2
14.1

3.0
16.1
7.5
13.5

4.3
16.1
6.6
12.8

5.9
15.7
5.9
12.1

7.5
15.1
5.2
12.1

9.2
14.4
5.2

4.7
3.1
4.5
0.4

4.9
2.5
4.3

0.9
4.9
2.3
4.1

1.3
4.9
2.0
3.9

1.8
4.8
1.8
3.7

2.3
4.6
1.6
3.7

2.8
4.4
1.6

FULL MOON: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14

AT FULFORD HARBOUR
Day

22
WE

23
THU
24
FR
25
SA
26
SU
27
MO
28
TU
29
WE

Time

JANUARY/FEBRUARY

0142
0856
1559
2143

Ht./ft.

5.2
11.2
5.6
7.5

0217
0922
1647
2340

6.2
10.8
4.6
7.9

0144
0402
1025
1828

8.5
8.5
10.8
3.0

0259
0951
1737

0302
0533
1108
1919
0350
0706
1201
2008
0429
0825
1300
2056
0505
0929
1402
2142

Ht./m.

7.5
10.8
3.9

9.5
9.2
10.8
2.3
10.2
9.5
10.8
1.6
10.8
9.5
10.8
1.0

11.2
9.2
10.8
0.7

Tide Table Courtesy of

1.6
3.4
1.7
2.3
1.9
3.3
1.4
2.4
2.3
3.3
1.2
2.6
2.6
3.3
0.9
2.9
2.8
3.3
0.7
3.1
2.9
3.3
0.5
3.3
2.9
3.3
0.3
3.4
2.8
3.3
0.2

Day

30
TH

31
FR
1

SA

2

SU

3
MO
4
TU

5
WE
6

THU

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

11.5
8.2
10.5
1.3

3.5
2.5
3.2
0.4

0538
1024
1505
2227

11.2
8.9
10.8
1.0

0642
1213
1716
2354

11.5
7.2
9.8
2.3

0610
1118
1610
2311

0713
1309
1825

0037
0745
1406
1941

0121
0817
1502
2106

0207
0850
1559
2246

0259
0924
1656

11.8
6.2
9.5

3.3
11.8
5.6
8.9

4.6
11.5
4.9
8.5

5.9
11.2
4.3
8.5

7.2
10.8
3.9

3.4
2.7
3.3
0.3

3.5
2.2
3.0
0.7

3.6
1.9
2.9

1.0
3.6
1.7
2.7

1.4
3.5
1.5
2.6

1.8
3.4
1.3
2.6

2.2
3.3
1.2
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Students pay nothing in advance of their studies, but when they
graduate, they pay 1-3% of their income for their education for
25 years, depending on the length of the course. At the 3% level,
someone who earned $1 million might pay $30,000 a year,
while someone earning $25k level might pay $750 ($14 a week).
The story as to how the approach got adopted is amazing.
Within one academic year, Oregon students picked up the
solution, took it through the various Senate committees, and
got it passed into law. Work is now proceeding on a State Bond
to finance the change-over period.
How could this happen in Canada? Leaders from several
universities could get together, talk it over, and develop it into
such a strong proposal that no politician could reject it without
losing all public credibility.

2. Young People Achieve a
Breakthrough in Democratic
Involvement

The evidence about youth disengagement is very disturbing to
those of us who desire change. So what can be done?
First, we extend the vote to 16-year-olds. With the voting age
at 18, for most young people their first election falls into the
Peter Pan Zone, when they are leaning over backwards to avoid
the boring things that adults do. Change the age to 16, and most
young people will experience their first election while still at
school, where they can debate the issues, hear from the
candidates, and actually vote.
Next, create a $100 voting tax credit, as a juicy little carrot.
The government increases all taxes by a fraction to cover the
cost, and gives the money back as a credit when we vote. If you
don’t vote, you lose it. If you are below the taxable threshold,
you accumulate credits until you earn enough to receive them.
How could this happen? Several youth organizations could
get together, present the reforms to all political leaders; inviting
them to support them, or explain why they don’t really care.

3. Canada Lays the Foundations for
Basic Income

For many years, I was hesitant to embrace the idea of Basic
Income—an unconditional monthly cheque that every
Canadian would receive, in place of the current hodge-podge of
benefits. I worried how we could afford it, and that it would
encourage long-term unemployment, which can be very
debilitating to the soul.
Having immersed myself in our future reality, however, and
the difficulties that so many are experiencing, I have decided
that we can not afford not to do it. A change this big requires a
lot of public education and awareness, and analysis as to how it
could be paid for through a variety of tax reforms.
What could happen in 2014? There could be a Cross-Canada
initiative to raise awareness and get the ball rolling, prompted
by the global Basic Income Conference that’s happening in
Montreal in June, engaging all political parties except the
Conservatives (who will probably choose to sit this one out), and
people from major Canadian non-profit, labour and small
business organizations.

4. The Liberals, NDP and Greens
Cooperate on the Next Election and
Proportional Voting

Another vision for 2014 is that the Liberals and the NDP will
stop trading punches and agree on a strategy with the Greens
to evict the Conservatives and adopt proportional voting,
whoever wins the 2015 election. This is the logjam that has
saddled us with a Conservative government that has never had
the support of more than a minority of Canadian voters, which
is doing such enormous harm to both Canada and to our global
reputation as a force for good.
My dream is that the political leaders of the Liberals and the
NDP will suddenly realize how frustrated most Canadians are
with their insistence on going it alone, and that they will start
cooperating to achieve what really matters.
How could that happen? Maybe ‘Lead Now’ will dream up a
new initiative that makes it happen, if we all support them:
www.leadnow.ca

5. A Study that could Lead to NationWide Organic Farming

Food, glorious food! My next vision for 2014 is that the
government commissions a study into the full cost of
conventional farming. They look at everything: climate impact,
loss of species habitat, water quality, herbicide-resistant superweeds, nitrogen pollution from farmland runoff, soil erosion,
the impact on bees, the spread of antibiotics, negative health
impacts caused by the loss of essential nutrients from the soil
and food, and the contribution of pesticides to cancer, ADHD,
and the fall in children’s IQ due to prenatal pesticides exposure.
When they see the full cost, even the Fraser Institute and the
Canadian Taxpayers Federation would be shocked. So the
government brings in a tax on pesticides and fertilizers to
recover the cost. They use the income to subsidize the transition
to organic, and when farmers realize that they can save money
by going organic while getting yields that are just as good, it
becomes a no-brainer.
How could this happen? Several non-profits could join forces

Roberts Bank 2 referred to JRP

A proposal by Port Metro Vancouver to build a three berth
container terminal immediately to the north of the existing
Deltaport and Westshore marine container and coal shipping
facility was referred to a Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency Review Panel on January 7. The planned terminal is
said to provide an additional 2.4 million units of container
capacity per year.
No dates have been set for hearings, but letters have been
sent to the Penelakut Tribe and the Métis Nation, two of thirteen
aboriginal groups which have asserted or established Aboriginal
or Treaty rights in the area.
The hearing must be completed in 24 months, as required
by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012.

Raven plans new March application

Compliance Energy’s Raven coal mine project will submit a new
application for environmental review by the end of March,
according to CEO Stephen Ellis. The Baynes Sound shellfish
growers, citing a recent methanol spill from a mine in West
Virginia, continue to be concerned about mine development. 0
to undertake a preliminary study, which would be powerful
enough to persuade the government to do a full study.

6. Globally, a New E-17 Group of
Nations Displaces the Old G-20

The G-8 and the G-20 hold their meetings, but nothing ever
happens on critical issues such as global climate change, global
tax havens and global corporate tax-avoidance. Inspired by a
new vision of a peaceful sustainable future, the leaders of a
number of nations, led by Finland and South Korea, put their
heads together and form a new group, the E-17.
The seventeen are Finland, South Korea, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Iceland, Germany, Holland, Japan, Ethiopia, the
Philippines, Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador, Argentina, Costa Rica and
Uruguay. They work together, and take the lead in the global
effort to build a greener world, pioneering the climate solutions
treaties (see #7, below). They are forging the way which allows
other nations to follow, as they wake up to the fact that they are
being left behind in the race to build a new green economy,
using clean tech and renewable energy.
How could this happen? Someone could take that vision to
the leaders of Finland and South Korea, these two often ignored
mid-level nations, and persuade them of their ability to make a
real difference in the world. For parallels, see the Gaian League,
http://www.occupyworldstreet.org/the-gaian-league

7. The World Embraces Climate
Solutions Treaties

Why are we stuck in negative when it comes to the biggest crisis
of them all—the global climate crisis? We have treaties to reduce
this and mitigate that, but none of it cries out, ‘Come on over
here—this is amazing!’ When was the last time you used the
word ‘mitigate’ over the dinner table? Honey, can you mitigate
this soup? It’s so bland.
We need to have amazing confidence in how great a
sustainable world beyond fossil fuels will be, and how much
better it will be for everyone once we stop grubbing around in
the dark of the Arctic Ocean and the beauty of Alberta’s forests
to scrape out the last gooey substance to satisfy our addicted
craving for oil. As well as Kyoto-style reductions treaties, we
need Climate Solutions Treaties in which nations agree to work
together to accelerate the many solutions, from solar energy to
electric vehicles, from soil carbon storage to ancient forests
protection.
How could that happen? I see a big gathering attended not
by national leaders but by climate leaders in the world’s cities,
businesses and universities, all of whom are working hard to
implement the solutions. They could develop some draft
treaties, and then seek support from the new E-17 Group of
Nations to advance them to the global agenda in time for the
big UN Climate Conference in New York in September 2014.
www.un.org/climatechange/summit2014/.

8. We Create a Pipeline of Hope

What else? We’ve got a year of heavy-duty politics and protest
coming up as we try to prevent the pipelines from crossing BC’s
fragile wilderness and ocean, carrying Alberta’s bitumen to fuel
the fires of climate hell.
In my vision for 2014, the various groups that are organizing
the protests, initiatives and petitions work together and agree
on a dual strategy: that for every word of protest, they will use a
word of hope; for every negative complaint, they will voice a
positive solution. In so doing, they will create an amazing
Pipeline of Hope, which brings inspiration for a better future
based on the sound economics of a new cooperative sharing
economy, beyond fossil fuels.
How could this begin? The various groups —the Tides and
Dogwoods, the Forest Ethics and Yinka Dene Alliances could
sit down toute suite and brainstorm ideas so that everyone will
be mightily inspired, and no-one will ever say we are negative
naysayers who don’t care about people’s jobs and the future of
BC.

Guy Dauncey is the founder, and Communications Director,
of BC Sustainable Energy Association, www.bcsea.org . 0
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Predicting the best path for communities, new tool
new housing development is proposed
for a small western town. It will
increase the population and the
workforce, but how will it affect things like
water use and the natural habitat? To help
local decision-makers better predict the
impact of choices such as this, Ann Dale, a
leading Royal Roads University researcher,
has received a $102,300 grant from the John
R Evans Leaders Fund, part of the Canadian
Foundation for Innovation (CFI), she will
develop a new computer model, ‘Resource+’,
a decision-making tool that will allow
planners to drive beneficial future investment
in their communities.
‘Resource+’ will be the first community
level, computer-based model that combines
land, water, and energy-use data with
statistics such as employment rates and
economic output. The prototype will be codeveloped with four Canadian communities
(to be determined) in British Columbia,
Ontario and the Maritimes.
‘Without ways to compare new
sustainable options with other traditional
ways
of
development,
municipal
policymakers are increasingly unable to make
a credible business case for innovation,’ said
Allan Cahoon, president and vice-chancellor
of Royal Roads University. ‘This project is an

example of Royal Roads’ commitment to
sustainability and the importance of working
with our communities.’
Resource+ will be also be tested by a
research team including Ottawa-based
whatIf? Technologies Inc, and the
Sustainability Solutions Group (SSG). ‘This is
an ambitious project, and I am delighted to
be working with some of the best minds in the
country to try to produce a model that is easy
to use and produces useful knowledge for
both municipal staff and their elected
officials,’ said Dale.
The tool builds on existing climate change
mitigation models by also considers the
community economic inputs and outputs,
says Ben Finkelstein, of the Climate Action
Secretariat, BC Ministry of Environment.
‘Communities of all sizes face an increasing
number of complex challenges, many of
which relate to climate change,’ he said. ‘With
this tool, communities will be able to
understand not only what happens to the
local economy when a major employer comes
to town, but also the health and
environmental implications.’
Project head Ann Dale is Canada Research
Chair
in
Sustainable
Community
Development at Royal Roads University. She
is internationally recognized for her research

in the field of community sustainability and
was a co-founder of the National Round Table
on the Environment and the Economy in
1988.
The Canada Foundation for Innovation
(CFI), created by the federal government in
1997, supports world-class research and
technology development through investment
in state-of-the-art facilities and equipment,
universities, colleges, research hospitals and
non-profit research institutions.
The John R Evans Leaders Fund
(formerly the Leaders Opportunity Fund) is
designed to help universities attract and
retain the very best researchers at a time of
intense international competition.
Royal Roads University, a public
university established in 1995, offers a
progressive model of post-secondary
education,
delivering
applied
and
professional programs through the faculties
of management and applied and social
sciences. The university gives its students a
unique blended learning experience,
combining online and on-campus instruction
to offer undergraduate, master’s and doctoral
degrees; certificates and diplomas; and
executive, custom and continuing studies
programs. 0

Island goes into issue overload
Annette Witteman

It was a wet and blustery one on Friday,
January 10 as Mayne Island went a-buzzin'
into information overload.
First Our MP Elizabeth May held her 6th
Mayne Island Town Hall and informed
roughly 85 people of the muddy waters
down in Ottawa.
She updated the crowd on the last
prorogued—and thus shortened—sitting of
the House. There followed some hefty PMO
announcements; big Canada Post changes
and layoffs, a virtually destroyed
Department of Oceans and Fisheries, and
the decommissioning of 5 out of 7 DFO
libraries,
The PMO directives also took aim at
public sector workers and rights to collective
bargaining. Abolished is the Canadian
International Development Agency thus
reassigning development aid assistance
primarily for the purpose—not of poverty
alleviation—but for promoting Canadian
business overseas. It is now called the
Foreign Affairs Trade and Development
Agency.
At the townhall meeting MP May also
informed us all about the latest 400+ page
Omnibus Bill C-4. Bill C-4 also sells off
major Canadian assets—gold coins, Canada
House in London, England, and tens of

thousands of hectares of the
Dominion Coal Lands in the
ecologically sensitive area of
Waterton-Glacier National Peace
Park in south eastern BC (it will
be mined for metallurgical coal).
MP May reminded us that
omnibus bills are setting a very
dangerous precedent never
before attempted by the ruling
Parties in Canada, or any
government
with
the
Westminster
Parliamentary
system.
Elizabeth’s last message was
Photos: Toby Snelgrove
that she hoped that a Private
Members Bill (‘An Act to amend Sheila Malcolmson and Annette Wittewale
the Canada Elections Act and the
Parliament of Canada Act-Reforms’) Islanders together at the Ag Hall to hear
presented to the House by Conservative MP Islands Trust Chair, Sheila Malcolmson’s
Michael Chong would pass shortly. It would presentation, ‘Tanker Traffic and Oil Spill
redistribute power from the leaders of Response’. The Islands Trust mandate is to
political parties back to their caucuses and ‘preserve and protect.’ In 2012 Trust Council
hopefully ‘restore Canadians faith in their voted to oppose oil pipeline projects that
parliament.’ Ms May will be recalling her lead to the expansion of oil export by barge
own private members bill with the same and tanker from Canada's west coast. The
Trust has urged the federal government to
aim, in hope that this one will pass.

Islands Trust Presentation

A quick change of venue at 7:30pm through
a torrent of rain and wind brought 39

A ways to go to the big ‘free trade’ deals Patrick Brown

Both TPP (the Trans Pacific Partnership,
currently being negotiated with the US and ten
more Pacific nations, but not China) and CETA
(the ‘free trade’ agreement between Canada
and the European Union) contain far more
than just the reduction of tariff barriers and
competitive subsidies. They both include trade
in services, try to ‘harmonize’ patent law, and
deal with ‘investment’ from one country to
another, and allow foreign corporations to
compete for contracts with ‘sub-national’
(provincial, municipal) governments.
They both include ‘Chapter 11’ type
mechanisms
for investor-state dispute
settlement. It seems they both make it easy for
corporations to transfer profits between
countries, thus making it easy to avoid
corporate taxes.
The trade deals are negotiated in secret so
that the various clauses do not become
domestic political issues, and because the
governments can’t explain why they are
beneficial to voters (they mainly benefit
multinational corporations). This amounts to
a way to bring in trade law as a fait accompli

without legislative debate.
In recent developments, what Prime
Minister Harper agreed to with President
Barroso of the EU a couple of months ago was,
unlikely to be CETA; rather an agreement ‘in
principle’ which means the parties agree to go
on negotiating and believe whatever sticking
points remain eventually will be covered by an
agreement. This is not so much negotiating as
bargaining (‘We’ll allow you 50,000 tons of
cheese duty free if you will allow our civil
engineers to work in your country, and you
eliminate the subsidy on cellphone chips’).We
have to rely on WikiLeaks to find out what they
actually did agree.

Commentary

Canadians need to elect governments that will
not ratify them, or at least put them out for full
debate. Australia, for one, has announced they
will not agree to any more ‘Chapter 11’ style
dispute settlement arrangements.
There are lots of trade provisions yet to be
agreed. And the US, which is the major player,
can’t get anything ratified because of political
paralysis. 0

MAYNE MEETINGS, please turn to page 8

To Oil Or Not
To Oil
So now expect the propaganda,
The blatant half-truths and the slander,
To blacken those who disagree
That oil boosts our economy.
But let’s not listen to such cant,
The problem’s far too important With sober thought let’s just discuss
Which course will be the best for us.
Who is it advocates this course
That oil should be our driving force ?
For if economists point the way
You can’t believe a word they say.
These people don’t rely on fact
But guesswork that will interact
With what they have invested, so
They figure that’s the way to go.
So let’s forget old Maynard Keynes
And concentrate on ways and means
To fix this government’s neglect
Of items citizens expect The services (for which we vote) All sidelined, to promote
Pipelines and oil and soft bitumen No wonder scientists are fumin’ !
In nineteen-eighty-eight they said
‘Just leave oil in the ground - instead
Try other forms of power as such
That do not harm our globe so much’.
They said it loud and said it clear,
And subsequently every year;
But no one listened, so today
This global warm-up’s here to stay.
So climate change has come quite soon,
It came to Calgary last June,
Just after Manitoba’s bout
With its Red River bursting out.
New York was flooded then, remember ?
And typhoons came in mid-November;
While next month’s TV showed us scenes
Of mayhem in the Phillipines.

Next was Toronto, powerless,
A Christmas under great duress;
And ice-storms clear to Newfoundland
- What does it take to understand ?
Nor can you blame those in the know
If they say “See. I told you so”.
But all this Harper does not see,
He’s barking up a different tree.
Let’s hope - next year - someone with brains
In parliament, will take the reins.
—H.Barry Cotton, Vancouver

PUBLIC INPUT

Proposed 2014-2015 Annual Budget

Visit our web site at:
www.islandstrust.bc.ca

E-mail: budget2014@islandstrust.bc.ca

We’d like to hear from you

The Islands Trust invites input from the public on its proposed annual budget.
Islands Trust Council will consider your input during its budget deliberations, before
it makes a final decision during its quarterly business meeting March 4–6, 2014
on Hornby Island.

The proposed budget will be publicly available after January 24th. You can
get information on-line at www.islandstrust.bc.ca or you can get printed
versions directly from the following Islands Trust offices:
1-500 Lower Ganges Road
Salt Spring Island, BC
Phone: 250-537-9144

700 North Road
Gabriola Island, BC
Phone: 250-247-2063

200-1627 Fort Street
Victoria, BC
Phone: 250-405-5151

Submissions from the public regarding the proposed budget must be delivered to:
Islands Trust Council, Attention: Treasurer, #200-1627 Fort Street, Victoria, BC V8R 1H8
OR Fax: (250) 405-5155,
OR E-mail at: budget2014@islandstrust.bc.ca
To be considered by the Financial Planning Committee before
the budget recommendation is finalized, please submit feedback by
NOON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10.

Input to Islands Trust Council on the proposed budget will be received until
NOON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28
ALL BUDGET INPUT WILL BE PROVIDED TO TRUST COUNCIL MEMBERS

Island Tides phone number has changed to 1-250-216-2267.

Please make a note of it!
www.islandtides.com
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Editorial

Island Tides is back in your mailbox. We hope you missed us!
If you missed the two online Holiday Season editions—
packed with news and letters, you can find them at
www.islandtides.com in the Past Issues and Reprints section—
lots to read.
It is clear that BC is at the vortex of change and the people of
the coast are at its centre. People are willing and ready to be
involved. Please help Island Tides to spread the news! Send
your copy to your friends or tell them to read Island Tides
online. The more people who see the depth and breadth of news
coverage we publish (such as the pipeline special report on
pages 6&7), the more people will become engaged with shaping
the future.
There is so much news; it’s agonizing to leave so much out.
No room for inspiring pictures.

This time of year, with so few advertisers, it is especially
important to send in your voluntary subscription. A heart-felt
‘thank you’ to those who have sent one already. It stops us from
going through the bottom of the bank account.
You can now Paypal your contribution to
islandtides@islandtides.com; how easy is that!
Do you remember a few years ago, when I negotiated a
smokin’ print deal and Island Tides had 16 pages of glorious
photos and news? At first, we could barely fill it—but now….
You know, if only a 1,000 more people (out of 40,000
readers) contributed their $30 we would be able to buy 16 pages
of printing and have room for many more of the great stories
and photos you send us.
Kick in today, please!
Christa G-W

Airbrushing Out the Gulf Islands?

• an in-line ultrasonic crack detection inspection within 2
years after commencing operations;
• an in-line corrosion magnetic flux leakage inspection in
both the circumferential and longitudinal directions within 2
years after commencing operations;
• an in-line ultrasonic wall measurement inspection within
2 years after commencing operations; and
• an above-ground coating survey within 2 years after
commencing operations.
Northern Gateway must investigate all dents greater than
2% diameter to ensure they are free of gouges and not
associated with a weld, and must report to the NEB, within 30days of each field investigation, any defects that were identified
and repaired. Northern Gateway must file with the NEB, within
3 years after commencing operations, a report confirming
completion of the surveys, investigations, and inspections.
Lynn Perrin, Abbotsford

Readers’ Letters

Dear Editor:
Thanks for your email. As part of the review of the proposed
Trans Mountain Expansion Project, the National Energy Board
directed Trans Mountain to place newspaper ads advising the
public that the application to participate process was now open.
The list of publications that we provided Trans Mountain
includes a selection of newspapers from along the proposed
pipeline route. The list does not include all the available
publications, however we are satisfied that the resulting
advertisements will reach a great number of people who may
be directly affected by the project.
While I appreciate that you have taken the time to contact
us and suggest using Island Tides as an advertising opportunity,
we don’t feel that adding an additional publication to the list is
necessary.
I will keep your information on file for any future advertising
needs we may have. Many thanks,
Sarah Kiley, Communications Officer, National Energy
Board, Tel. 403.299.3302, Fax 403.292.5503

Inter-Island Aid

I would like to celebrate the positive culture of the Islands, and
a number of people on Pender Island in early January
specifically.
On a dark and stormy Thursday night, two 14-year-old footpassengers from the Mainland, heading to Saturna Island,
missed the transfer at Mayne Island, and disembarked instead
on Pender.
Ferry staff were calm and reassuring, and after numerous
phone calls, a rescue was in place.
Thanks to Brenda of Moonbeans Coffee and Knotty Knot
B&B for opening their doors to these unplanned guests.
Thanks to Pender Island Cab for the late night trip to deliver
them safely to the B&B, and the early morning pick up to deliver
them back to the 7am ferry.
And thanks to the ferry workers who ensured they stayed on
board through the Friday morning Swartz Bay stop and made
it successfully to Saturna Island.
The caring and helpful community of the islands resulted in
a potential crisis being a manageable adventure. Thanks to
everyone.
Val Embree, Saturna Island

Challenging The NEB Ruling

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486

6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.
www.islandtides.com

Dear Editor:
I think Christie Clark's government is punishing BC coastal
communities for their opposition to dilbit tankers on our coast.
The first ‘shot’ in this ‘war’ on the peoples of the Salish Sea and
Northern Coast is the blatant threat posed by the cuts to ferry
service and ever increasing fares.
We should return the favour by launching a class action law
suit on behalf of all the citizens of the Salish Sea and North Coast
against Enbridge and Kinder Morgan. We should be requesting
the courts impose an injunction on both projects unless and
until ‘net social benefits’ can be proven for both projects.
A consortium comprised of First Nations, Coastal
Communities and non-governmental organizations would have
the needed ‘clout’ to bring a successful action to stop these
projects until the need can be justified—or not.
The NEB Hearing suffered from a severe ‘apprehension of
bias’ created by the completely inappropriate and prejudicial
intervention by the Prime Minister’s Office. Whatever decision
is reached could be declared null and void by Canada’s Appeals
Court.
However, the dilbit will then be redirected to the Kinder
Morgan transportation system and that could put 100% of the
dilbit tankers onto the Salish Sea!
John Hague, Gabriola Island

What’s Sauce for The Goose Is Sauce
For The Gander

Dear Editor:
Why hasn’t the NEB ordered Kinder Morgan to do the same
on-their 60-year-old current leaky Trans Mountain pipeline
as the JRP Conditions 206 -207 for Northern Gateway?
Northern Gateway must conduct the following pipeline
inspections, at the times indicated:
• a high resolution in-line caliper inspection (a GEOPIG™
inspection) within 6 months after commencing operations to
establish an accurate pipeline position and to detect pipe
deformations;

Don’t Can Canola

Dear Editor:
After reading the (October 10) letter to the editor about the risks
of using canola oil, I felt that I had to set the record straight.
canola oil is completely safe. There have been many hoaxes and
rumours claiming that consuming canola oil is dangerous but
they are all wrong. Canola oil is rich in monounsaturated fatty
acids and omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids that are good for
your heart and your nervous system and for normal synthesis
of DNA. Canola oil is preferred by the Japanese in their woks
as it withstands high temperatures better than most other
cooking oils.
While it is true that canola oil is the healthiest of all of the
oils, you still should eat all of the food groups in moderation and
exercise regularly.
If a person follows these simple steps he will definitely be
healthy and he won’t have to worry so much about what he eats.
Glenn Sawyer, Pender Island

People At Risk

Dear Editor:
In response to the article ‘Climate change protesters disrupt PM
event’ (The Canadian Press, Jan 6 2014), stating that the RCMP
takes the matter of protest very seriously because a security
breach could put the Prime Minister in grave danger. I would
add that the protestors take the Enbridge pipeline very seriously
because a pipeline breach could put the residents of BC in grave
danger.
Perhaps the RCMP can tighten their security and protect the
PM. But how will they protect BC residents from an earthquake
that ruptures the pipeline?
Larry Kazdan, Vancouver

Trans Mountain ‘Twinning’
Application

Dear Editor:
Kinder Morgan has submitted its application to upgrade and
twin the old Trans Mountain Pipeline from the Alberta tar sands
to Burnaby, where the volume of toxic bitumen oil shipped out
on tankers will be tripled. This will result in an eight-fold
increase in tankers and the transporting of a toxic cocktail of
chemicals through our Salish Sea to foreign ports.
My opposition to Kinder Morgan’s application includes the
following points:
• Tanker spills: Over 400 tankers/year, oil spill cleanup
impossible with existing technology and equipment. A recent
federal report makes clear that we are not prepared to deal with
oil spills. This report identified Juan de Fuca Strait and the
waters around southern Vancouver Island as ‘high risk’ areas.
• The cost of a spill in the Salish Sea will almost certainly be
funded by taxpayers. Kinder Morgan is not responsible for the
oil once it is loaded into tankers. Tankers are almost exclusively
registered overseas in friendly ports that ensure that it is difficult
to track down ownership and most ocean going tankers are in
fact owned by numbered companies that are actually just shells
registered in off-shore tax havens. The likelihood of ever holding
them accountable in the event of an oil spill is extremely
unlikely.
• Pipeline spills are considered a cost of doing business by
the industry. There have been over 80 spills recently on the
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Trans Mountain hearing applications due by February 12 - Patrick Brown

It was tedious but not difficult. It took me about half an hour to
work through the web-based application process to either
comment on or intervene in the hearings about the Kinder
Morgan proposal to ‘twin’ the Trans Mountain pipeline. (See
advertisement, page 10, and Letters, facing page.)
This included applying for and receiving a new government
of Canada account number, so that the government can track
all correspondence and comment from the same source; it
includes an elaborate password retrieval system.
It also includes making an application (on the Application
to Participate form) to the NEB, which requires that you name
which of the ‘authorized’ issues you wish to address, and why
you are directly affected by the new pipeline, or what specialized
expertise or knowledge you could bring to the hearings (all
described in 500 words or less).
A Commentor is entitled only to comment, and to have the
comment recorded. An Intervenor is entitled to give evidence,
and to submit to cross-examination at the hearings.
This procedure has been criticized as providing every
possible opportunity for the hearings to refuse to hear people
who wish to be heard. Whether this is true remains to be seen
(heard).
The NEB will be holding online and teleconference sessions
on how to complete the ATP form from January 16 -28.
Information about all this is available on the NEB website
www.neb-one.gc.ca
Once your application has been accepted (deadline February
12), a copy of your application will be sent to Kinder Morgan,
who can comment on your application by February 19; you may
comment on their comment by March 4. After all this, the NEB
will decide whether it will accept a submission from you, or

whether they will permit you to appear at the hearings, either
as a Commentor or Intervenor.
No information is available yet on the dates or locations of
the hearings; in fact, at the time of writing, the NEB hasn’t yet
stated whether they will accept the Kinder Morgan application
(it’s so big maybe they haven’t been able to decide whether it’s
complete).

Trans Mountain Expansion – The Issues

The NEB identifies 12 issues to be discussed:
1. The need for the proposed project.
2. The economic feasibility of the proposed project.
3. The potential commercial impacts of the proposed
project.
4. The potential environmental and socio-economic effects
of the proposed project, including any cumulative
environmental effects that are likely to result from the project,
including those required to be considered by the NEB’s Filing
Manual.
5. The potential environmental and socio-economic effects
of marine shipping activities that would result from the
proposed project, including the potential effects of accidents or
malfunctions that may occur.
6. The appropriateness of the general route and land
requirements for the proposed project.
7. The suitability of the design of the proposed project.
8. The terms and conditions to be included in any approval
the Board may issue.
9. Potential impacts of the project on Aboriginal interests.
10. Potential impacts of the project on landowners and land
use.

11. Contingency planning for spills, accidents or
malfunctions, during construction and operation of the project.
12. Safety and security during construction of the proposed
project and operation of the project, including emergency
response planning and third-party damage prevention.
As in the Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline, the National
Energy Board does not intend to consider the environmental
and socio-economic effects associated with upstream activities,
the development of oil sands, or the downstream use of the oil
transported by the pipeline (see article on NEB ruling on
Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline, pages 6 & 7).

My Application As Commenter

In my application I wrote:
1. The proposed project is pursuant to a flawed national
economic policy. The policy, of shipping unprocessed bitumen
to Asian destinations, may be economic only in the short term;
not long enough to deliver the promised benefits to Canada,
Canadians, or governments. Its costs and risks far exceed any
benefits; its time horizons are misstated and problematic.
2. The corporate structure proposed will enable partners in
the project to escape income taxes on the profits from the
project.
3. Contingency planning for ship traffic in Vancouver
Harbour and Georgia, Haro, and Juan de Fuca Straits is
inadequate, incompetent, and is not based on authoritative
scientific information on the behaviour of spilled dilbit in salt
water.
4. I am a resident of the Gulf Islands, and my community is
vulnerable to severe environmental, social, and economic
damage in the event of any marine spill. 0

Secret expansion of BC fish farming an ecological disaster, says Green Party
The Green Party of Canada today urged the Harper Conservatives to
immediately cease their secret review of new applications to expand fish farms
on the BC coast.
According to letters sent last week to BC First Nations from Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans Gail Shea, the department has covertly opened the door
to dramatic expansion of twelve fish farming operations in environmentally
sensitive coastal areas.
Despite the clear warnings of the 2012 Cohen Commission Report, which
called on the federal government to maintain its strict moratorium on fish farm
expansion, a DFO spokesperson has stated that new applications ‘will continue
to be evaluated.’
The Harper administration has yet to formally respond to the Royal
Commission's recommendations, despite having commissioned Mr Justice
Cohen's review into missing salmon populations in BC, says the Green Party.
Increased fish farming activity would jeopardize fragile aquatic habitats,

along with our province’s wild salmon,’ said Elizabeth May, Leader of the Green
Party of Canada and MP for Saanich–Gulf Islands. ‘That this approval process
was re-opened in secret is extremely disturbing, and is indicative of the fact that
the Conservatives are trying to stifle public opposition on this critical issue.’
The Cohen Commission Report identified salmon farming as a major threat
to wild sockeye populations, and one of the potential causes of the 2009 Fraser
River sockeye collapse. Ocean-net fish-farms are highly polluting, and expose
wild fish to sea lice, parasites and disease.
Under the heading 'Aquaculture Management' Department of Fisheries
website says: ‘DFO is committed to being open and transparent in its regulation
and management of aquaculture in BC' and 'There will also be various
opportunities for public engagement and consultation in regards to issues related
to aquaculture in BC. An advisory process to support public consultations is
currently in development.’ 0

LETTERS from previous page

existing Trans Mountain pipeline.
• Jobs will be at risk: 200,000 jobs in
fishing and tourism in the Lower Mainland
alone could be at risk. Investing in green jobs
instead is a more sustainable long-term
investment as far as BC’s economy is
concerned. Examples of better job creation
would include things like building retrofits,
renewable energy, public transportation, local
manufacturing and food production. These are
ways to create permanent employment for
thousands of British Columbians.
One study showed that a $5bn investment
in the Enbridge pipeline proposal would risk
thousands of jobs in fishing and tourism in
order to create a few long-term jobs once the
pipeline infrastructure is complete. It is
believed that as few as three and possibly only
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as many as 34 full time jobs will result from this
proposal. Any promises of more jobs for British
Columbians are no more than industry public
relations. The industry repeats the fallacy of
pipelines = jobs over and over in the belief that
if that myth is repeated enough times, it will be
accepted as truth. The research demonstrates
otherwise.
• Property values: Recent reports show that
a spill could negatively impact property values
and cost jobs in real estate. In a recent poll,
43% said they wouldn’t buy a home near an oil
pipeline and a further 24% had concerns that
would influence their decision about purchase
of real estate along the route.
• Four of five BC conditions can’t be met
because effective oil spill cleanup is impossible.

A proposed LNG export plant at Woodfibre, near Squamish on
Howe Sound, has been granted by the National Energy Board
(subject to federal cabinet approval). This licence is justified on
the basis that natural gas is in plentiful supply in the North
American market, and therefore Canadian supplies are more
than sufficient to meet Canadian needs, as required by
government policy.
The Export Licence is an initial step in the approval of the
project.
An environmental review will be required before approval
of the construction of the marine terminal, liquefaction plant,
and pipelines. The government of British Columbia has asked
the federal government to approve the substitution of
environmental hearings under BC law for a federal-provincial
Joint Review Panel in this case. No decision on the substitution
has yet been announced. 0
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fter weighing the evidence, we concluded that
Canada and Canadians would be better off with the
Enbridge Northern Gateway Project than without it.
— Joint Review Panel

This lacklustre approval is the conclusion of the National Energy
Board’s Review of Northern Gateway Pipelines Limited
Partnership’s proposal to construct and operate two parallel
pipelines between Alberta and Kitimat—the Enbridge Northern
Gateway Project. The environmental review was mandated
jointly by the Minister of the Environment and the National
Energy Board.
The above conclusion is contained in Volume 1 of the report
entitled Connections: Report of the Joint Review Panel for the
Enbridge Northern Gateway Project.
When considering this approval, it is important to recall the
political environment within which the National Energy Board’s
Review took place. While it was underway, the federal
government passed legislation making sweeping changes to both
the Canadian Environnmental Assessment Act and National
Energy Board Act, which removed decisionmaking power from
the National Energy Board (NEB); making the federal cabinet the
final arbiter, with the NEB becoming merely advisory.
Furthermore, the Prime Minister has made no secret of his
support for this project ahead of any ruling despite the fact that
the federal government has not established clear policies on
economics, emissions, the environment, aboriginals, and, most
important, energy.
Consequently this single proposal review was dropped into a
federal strategy vacuum, with no leadership as to how the project
might fit into any overall plan. The National Energy Board (NEB)
was without context and, finally, left without power.

Reviews and Rights

A federal NEB Environmental Review process is intended to
establish whether a proposed project, which will involve the use
of and impact on Canada’s environment for private gain, is in
fact in the public interest. This rests on the assumption that all
Canadians have the right to use Canada’s environment in a
sustainable manner, and that private projects, particularly those
that exploit natural resources, must minimize environmental
impact and leave the environment how they found it.
Therefore, such a project must prove that its impact on the
natural environment is justified by accompanying benefits to
Canadians: economic, social, and environmental.
In BC, a similar, almost parallel, consultation process applies
to First Nations rights. In the absence of overarching treaties
with the Crown, project proponents must establish their own
relationships with First Nations whose Traditional Territories
and historical activities they may impact, and prove
compensating economic, social, and environmental benefits to
First Nations.
The predominant weakness in the NEB’s reviewing process
is the consideration of one project at a time, in isolation. There
is no consideration of context, of overall strategy, of cumulative
effects. There is little consideration of alternatives, because
proponents will naturally be reluctant to discuss anything but
the scheme they have proposed.
And, since this federal environmental review is now
conducted by the NEB, rather than the Ministry of the
Environment, there is a built-in bias that an energy proposal is
likely to be approved, unless there is evidence that it would do
great and unjustified harm to the environment; in other words,
unless there are solid reasons to turn it down.
In terms of proceedings, this results in a process that is
inherently adversarial. Every assertion is contested, which may
well impede a balanced, logical, and scientific examination.
Every witness, presenter, intervener, and letter-writer is
characterized as ‘for’ or ‘against’, particularly by the media.
And, as noted in the first section above, there is a also a policy
vacuum.

‘Upstream’ Impacts

The Panel was challenged to consider the environmental effects
of the increase in bitumen production which might be caused
by access to Asian (and possibly Californian) markets through
the new pipeline, and consequent global CO2 effects.
Well, no, said the Panel: ‘We did not consider that there was
a sufficiently direct connection between the project and any
particular existing or proposed oil sands development or other
oil production activities to warrant consideration of the effects
of these activities.’
But the NEB Report did record that bitumen production was
increasing faster than upgrader capacity, or pipeline capacity. It
is clear that the tar sands production and environmental
performance were being deliberately excluded from the Panel’s
terms of reference.

For a comprehensive and convincing read about upstream
impacts, read Andrew Nikiforuk’s Tar Sands, Dirty Oil and the
Future of A Continent, 201o, Vancouver, Greystone/David
Suzuki Foundation.
www.islandtides.com

NORTHERN GATEWAY P
National Energy Board’s 209
Recommendation

The result is a Report which expresses few strong views. However,
in Volume 2 Considerations, that has received much public
attention, is a list of 209 Recommendations, which set out in
considerable detail the standards to be met by Northern Gateway
Pipelines Limited Partnership (NGPLP) in the construction and
operation of the pipelines and accompanying tanker operations.
It is understood that while federal Cabinet can return these
recommendations to the NEB for amendment, Cabinet cannot
unilaterally change them.
Some of these recommendations are the direct result of
questions raised during the Joint Review Panel’s (JRP) process.
JRP discussions also resulted in route changes as a result of
geophysical factors and First Nations concerns. Some
recommendations codify promises made by Enbridge in the
course of its submissions.
Many of the actions require detailed reporting by NGPLP
before, during, and after they are carried out. This reporting will
require the assignment of significant staff resources by the
National Energy Board.
Importantly, there is no indication how these
recommendations would be enforced (particularly after the
pipelines were in operation) and what penalties might apply.

Economics for Canada

Further support for this view was later supplied by the
Government of Alberta, which advanced the NEB’s historical
position that ‘well-functioning markets tend to produce outcomes
that are in the public interest’.
Following discussions on the pipeline’s possible effect on the
development of upgraders in Alberta, the Panel came to an even
weaker conclusion, that ‘the economic benefits of the project
would likely outweigh any economic burdens’.

Engineering and Technical

Much of the JRP’s Report was devoted to a description of the
pipeline route, its engineering and its facilities. On these matters,
the Panel had little to say, except to record NGPLP’s promises as
commitments—converted into many of the 209 conditions. Page
after page is devoted to recording what NGPLP said, with little or
no comment from the panel.
However, from Community Advisory Board suggestions came
a number of improvements:
• thicker-walled pipe;
• additional isolation valves to protect environmentallysensitive locations;
• increasing the frequency of in-line inspections across the
entire pipeline system;
• installing complementary leak detection systems; and
• staffing all pump stations 24-hours-per-day.

Dilbit Characteristics

The Panel listened to plenty of questions about dilbit, and
In making its case for the public interest,
was in implicit agreement that its behaviour, either in
Northern Gateway Pipelines Limited
The Panel was
a pipeline or if spilled, had not been well researched.
Partnership was not shy about claiming
more sanguine: ’It is
In the end, the Panel dismissed any concerns:
economic benefits to the entire Canadian
therefore difficult to determine,
‘The Panel is not convinced that dilbit meeting the
oil industry. NGPLP claimed that because
with certainty, the effect the
Enbridge Crude Petroleum Tariff would be more
of the current lack of access to Asian
Northern
Gateway
Project
may
corrosive than conventional heavy crude oils. The
markets, with their higher crude oil
have
on
broader
market
prices
Panel
has based this conclusion on the hearing
prices, the Northern Gateway pipeline to
once
it
is
placed
in
service,
or
evidence
including the outcomes of Enbridge’s
Kitimat would raise the selling price of all
how revenues may be
management of internal corrosion issues on Line 4,
tar sands bitumen producers, not just those
invested.’
which has no internal corrosion issues.’
who buy into the partnership. (Currently, tar
And further on: ‘Although there is some uncertainty
sands bitumen, or ‘heavy oil’, is discounted at
between $5 and $30 per barrel, depending on the season, in the regarding the behavior of dilbit spilled in water, the Panel finds
that the weight of evidence indicates that dilbit is no more likely
US market.)
The company included the following negatives and positives to sink to the bottom than other heavier oils with similar physical
and chemical properties.’
in its net benefit calculation:
The wording of these conclusions is somewhere between
• direct cash flows from the project;
tentative and uncertain.
• an adjustment for reducing unemployment;
• costs from excess capacity on main oil pipelines to the United
States;
• a calculation predicated on when the pipeline comes into
operation;
• Canadian oil price uplift;
• environmental effects (including greenhouse gases); and
• costs resulting from oil and condensate spills (on land,
offshore, and at the marine terminal).
It also included benefits from the assumed reinvestment of
additional oil company profits resulting from the price uplift!
The economics were calculated for a 30-year period. The
NGPLP case states: ‘the base case shows an overall net benefit of
$23.5 billion in constant 2012 dollars at a discount rate of 8%,
with the oil price uplift being the major contributor to net
benefits.’ And without the oil price uplift, Northern Gateway said
that the overall net benefit is negative $209 million.
The 30-year calculation also formed the basis of NGPLP’s
estimate of government revenues: a total (without the discount)
gain of $98 billion, or an average annual increase of $2.9 billion.
Of this amount, roughly $44 billion would accrue to the federal
government and $54 billion would accrue to provincial or
territorial governments.
The Panel was more sanguine: ‘It is therefore difficult to
determine, with certainty, the effect the Northern Gateway
Project may have on broader market prices once it is placed in
service, or how revenues may be invested.’
In other words, NGPLP’s figures are hard to believe. Which
led to a final even more cautious conclusion: ‘the Panel is of the
view that the project, if constructed, would likely deliver economic
benefits by expanding and diversifying the markets available for
western Canadian crude oil exports.’
NGPLP’s assumptions were supported by the Government of
Alberta, its funding participants (see related article, front page)
in the Enbridge Northern Gateway Project, and the Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers.
For a variety of reasons, the assumptions and calculations
were questioned by the Alberta Federation of Labour, the Coastal
First Nations, the Coalition (ForestEthics Advocacy, Living
Oceans, and Raincoast), the Haisla Nation, the UFAWU and
CAW unions, and Ms. Josette Wier.
The Alberta Federation of Labour argued that, once the
Northern Gateway pipeline was full, it could no longer be the
‘price-setting mechanism’ for the entire tar sands industry.
The Panel disagreed, but said ‘new pipelines connecting
producing regions with consuming regions change market
dynamics in ways that cannot easily be predicted’ and concluded
‘if constructed, the project would significantly expand and
diversify the market options for western Canadian crude oil
supply which would contribute to the realization of full market
value pricing over the long term’.

Spills

Inevitably, much of the Panel’s work focused on spills, both on
land and at sea. Environment Canada had recommended that
NGPLP consider research on environmental behavior and fate
models, addressing topics such as weathering, dispersion
potential, oil-particulate interactions, submergence, and
remediation options for shorelines.
Again, Panel conclusions admitted the painfully obvious but
tended towards the ‘it all depends’ variety: ‘The type and duration
of effects would be highly variable and would depend on the type
and volume of product spilled, location of the spill, exposure of
living and non-living ecosystem components to the product
spilled, and environmental conditions.’
In consideration, the seaward approaches to Kitimat was
divided into two areas, the Confined Channel Area and the Open
Water Area. Each have their hazards, and wind and wave
characteristics. The Panel concluded: ‘that the physical
characteristics of the Confined Channel Assessment Area, and its
potentially lower rates of natural dispersion and degradation,
would likely result in longer lasting spill effects on certain living
and non-living environmental components in the Confined
Channel Assessment Area than for a spill in the Open Water
Area.’
Nonetheless, the Panel’s conclusions dismissed any real
concern about spills: ‘The Panel finds that a large terrestrial,

Pipelines & Upgraders

The entire dilbit scheme is questionable. The tar sands industry
imports condensate by tanker from Asia, pipelines it to Alberta,
mixes it 30:70 with bitumen, pipelines it back to the BC coast,
and loads it into tankers to take it back to Asia, where the
bitumen will be separated out and refined into fuel and other
petroleum products.
The 30% condensate, 70% bitumen mix means that the
main pipe must be sized some 50% larger than a conventional
oil pipeline, and, if bitumen were upgraded in Alberta, the
condensate twin pipe would not be necessary.
You may ask: questionable, compared to what? How about
a plan which upgrades the bitumen in Alberta, and then pipes
synthetic crude to markets. Or one that also refines the
synthetic crude in Canada, and then pipes product to markets.
Northern Gateway Pipelines Limited Partnership’s Hearing
did discuss this, but the question posed was: if we build the
pipeline, would it discourage anyone from building an upgrader
in Alberta?
At the time, it seemed no company wanted to do so. In any
case, the project the Joint Review Panel was looking at is for a
pipeline. Conclusion: ‘We were not persuaded that the project
would prevent the development of upgrading capacity in
Canada.’
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PIPELINE APPROVAL

Report by Patrick Brown

freshwater, or marine oil or condensate spill
industries. The section also recorded its realtionship to
would
cause
significant
adverse
infrastructure, social, educational, employment, health
‘The Panel finds
environmental effects and that the adverse
service, regional landuse, and marine planning
that a large terrestrial,
effects would not be permanent and
processes. Much of this concerned Aboriginal
freshwater, or marine
widespread.’
communities.
oil or condensate spill would
Significant, but not permanent or
Given the NGPLP’s commitments, the Panel
cause
significant
adverse
widespread. This conclusion is hardly
was generally satisfied that there would be a
environmental effects and that
conclusive; in fact, almost contradictory.
minimum of adverse effects.
the adverse effects would not
In particular, Enbridge Northern Gateway has
Emergency Prevention
be permanent and
initiated a number of programs that are designed to
widespread.’
and Response
meet Aboriginal concerns.
Much of the Panel’s report essentially documented
Limited Capacity for Non-Partners
Northern Gateway’s presentation regarding their design
The Panel appeared surprised to learn that the NGPLP planned
approach to precautions against spills along the pipeline route,
to make only 5% of the capacity of the pipeline (and 10% of the
in the Clore and Hoult Creek tunnels, and at the Kitimat
condensate pipeline) available to shippers who were not part of
terminal. In BC, the NGPLP said, only 2% of the pipeline would
Northern Gateway’s Limited Partnership. The result would be
be more than two kilometers from existing road access.
the partnership’s close to monopoly control of the Asian market
More attention was paid to the prevention of tanker spills,
for tar sands dilbit.
regardless of the fact that the NEB did not claim any jurisdiction
One of the principles inherent in the regulation of pipelines
in this area.
by the NEB is that a pipeline is a ‘common carrier’; that is, its
‘The oil spill preparedness and response commitments made
facilities and services are available to any shipper at a nonby Northern Gateway cannot ensure recovery of the majority of
discriminatory price.
oil from a large spill. Recovery of the majority of spilled oil may
At the same time, the NEB recognizes that pipelines will not
be possible under some conditions, but experience indicates that
be built without prior commitments by shippers.
oil recovery may be very low due to factors such as weather
The NGPLP partners will enjoy preferential pipeline tolls.
conditions, difficult access, and sub-optimal response time,
This is contrary to the NEB ‘common carrier’ policy, which holds
particularly for large marine spills.’
that all users of a pipeline have fair access to pipeline capacity
Essentially, the Panel’s report recognized the risks that
and pay the same tolls.
remained, even after extensive mitigation of spills. However, ’It
The Panel expressed its concern about these policies, but
is the Panel’s view that, after mitigation, the likelihood of
deferred any decision about them to rate hearings to be held after
significant adverse environmental effects resulting from project
the limited partnership is fully formed.
malfunctions or accidents is very low.’
The Corporate Structure
The Report did, however, call for more research by Enbridge.
Faced with this corporate structure, the Panel was concerned
Environmental Considerations
about the overall finances of the project, the toll
NGPLP presented, at length, its plans concerning
structure, the availability of pipeline capacity to
marine birds, marine mammals, marine fish,
‘The Joint Review
non-partners, and the liability for costs and
species at risk, atmospheric environment,
Panel appeared frustrated in
damage should there be an accidental spill.
terrestrial vegetation and wetlands, old
its attempts to record the terms of
Northern Gateway has proposed that tolls
growth forests, non-native weed species,
the Limited Partnership, shipping
for uncommitted shippers would be 180%
soils, terrestrial wildlife and wildlife habitat, agreements, tariffs, and various
of tolls for Limited Partners (with
woodland caribou, grizzly bear, terrestrial precedent agreements between the
transportation commitments).
birds, amphibians, freshwater fish and their
funding participants. Indeed, the
The Panel also did not approve of the rate
habitat, and surface and groundwater
names of four out of ten potential
of return being fixed (at 11-12%) for 30 years;
resources. In some cases, the information was
Limited Partners could not
it suggested that the proper term would be the
detailed and comprehensive.
be disclosed.’
same as for shipping agreements. It suggested
The measures and evaluations described are
that the spot shipper rate should be determined by
those required for normal operations of the pipeline,
monthly auctions.
terminal, and tankers, not in the event of a spill. Enbridge
Because the pipeline may be the first to make access to Asian
Northern Gateway committed, in all cases, to management and
markets possible, and the project may become ‘strategic
mitigation measures required by the Panel.
infrastructure with a national interest’, the NEB expects to
People & Communities
maintain close ‘regulatory oversight’ over tolls and capacity. This
The so-named section of the NEB Report established what would be consistent with NEB’s characterization of pipelines as
NGPLP should do to maintain relationships with the ‘common carriers’.
commercial fishing, forestry, trapping, hunting, recreational
In particular, the Panel would prefer that available capacity
fishing, and aggregate, mineral, agricultural, and oil and gas
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for ‘spot shippers’ should be at least 10%, but because shippers’
agreements have not yet been finalized, will not impose it as a
condition of approval.
As for spill liability, the NEB will require that, for any event,
Northern Gateway must be prepared to make available:
• ready cash of $100 million to cover the initial costs of a spill;
• ‘core coverage’ of $600 million, consisting of third party
liability insurance and equivalent instruments; and
• ‘financial backstopping’ of parental guarantees, or no fault
insurance, of $250 million to cover excess costs
In terms of reporting back, the list of conditions sets out in
some detail requirements covering construction and operations.
In particular, the Limited Partnership must provide annual
surveillance and financial reports as a Group 1 company, and
quarterly reports on throughput broken down by shipper
category.

What’s Next

If the federal cabinet approves the pipeline, and the NEB issues
the ‘Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity’, Enbridge
Northern Gateway still faces the BC government’s requirements
for ‘world class’ spill response plans for both land and marine
spills, the assurance that Northern Gateway will have developed
good relations with all the First Nations involved, and finally, the
real obstacle—the requirement that BC should be compensated
in an amount that reflects the risk the province is taking in
hosting the pipeline. Just how much compensation that might
be has not been indicated by the Province.
The First Nations involved have indicated their firm
opposition to the pipeline, and have stressed their willingness to
fight in the courts and, if necessary, on the ground. In particular,
this is because the federal government has abdicated its
responsibility to consult with First Nations, leaving it to NGPLP
or the NEB.
Five environmental groups are taking the Government of
Canada to court claiming that it has failed to meet its legal
responsibilities under the Species at Risk Act. The groups are
challenging the federal government’s years of delay in producing
recovery strategies for four species—the Pacific humpback
whale, Nechako white sturgeon, marbled murrelet and southern
mountain caribou. The habitat for all four species would be
impacted by the Enbridge Northern Gateway Project pipeline.
Island Tides has been deluged with press releases giving
reasons for condemning the approval.
The Dogwood Initiative has suggested they would be willing
to initiate a campaign under BC’s Referendum legislation. Public
opinion in the province would appear to be sufficient to assure
Dogwood’s success.
Alleging errors in the report, three separate lawsuits have
been filed in Federal Court by the University of Victoria
Environmental Law Centre (representing BC Nature and Nature
Canada), the Haisla Nation, and Ecojustice (representing Forest
Ethics Advocacy, Living Oceans Society, and Raincoast
Conservation Foundation).
Numerous other individuals and organizations have
indicated their willingness to fight the pipeline in the courts.
The government’s extraction of the NEB’s teeth can work
both ways; Cabinet can cancel the project. And the Prime
Minister might get cold feet about forcing the project on BC in
the face of a 2015 election. 0

Heckuva job there, Joint Review Panel - Chris Turner

ust before Christmas, the final report of the National
Energy Board’s Joint Review Panel landed in Calgary on
December 19 with an authoritative thud. ‘After weighing
the evidence,’ it announced in outsized type, ‘we concluded that
Canada and Canadians would be better off with the Enbridge
Northern Gateway Project than without it.’
The report sprawls across two volumes—a 76-page summary
entitled Connections, and a phone-book-thick 417-page volume
of conditions and rationales called Considerations. Both are

bound with bright green spines and back covers, and the front
covers feature atmospheric photos of rugged Canadian
wilderness, similar to the sort you’d find in a travel brochure.
I mention the cover images because they are among the
report’s most significant environmental assessment features.
Whatever else, the Joint Review Panel knows what a pristine
environment looks like when it sees one. You want pictures of
salmon spawning in streams and caribou peeking out from
glades and humpbacks breaching majestically from Great Bear
Rainforest bays? This report’s got ‘em.
On facing pages of the ‘residents and communities’ section

of Connections (Item 2.4 for those playing along at home), there
are pictures of the Gitga’at village of Hartley Bay (which lies at
the mouth of Douglas Channel, where supertankers would pass
en route to and from Enbridge’s oil tanker terminal at Kitimat)
and a tourist office with solar panels on its roof. They know what
First Nations communities and low-carbon energy technologies
look like too, those graphic design whizzes down at the National
Energy Board.
But surely there’s more to the most hotly anticipated
National Energy Board report in many moons, right? Surely the
nation’s media did not gather eagerly in a conference room in
the heart of downtown Calgary to look at a long-form travel ad
for northern British Columbia? Surely all those numbers—1,179
oral statements, 175,669 pages of evidence, 47 aboriginal groups
and 884 hours of hearings—amounted to more than a sort of
shrugging ‘seems pretty good to us, eh?’
Well, you tell me. Probably the most revealing passage of the
report is the one entitled ‘What Was Outside Our Mandate?’
(Item 2.2.2). Among the not-our-department issues were ‘both
‘upstream’ oil development effects and ‘downstream’ refining
and use of the products shipped on the pipelines and tankers.’
Got that? A report on the ‘public interest’ involved in an oil
pipeline decided that it was irrelevant where the oil came from
or where it goes.
Skipping ahead to 2.4.1, ‘a large oil spill’ was deemed
‘unlikely,’ and in any case ‘the adverse effects would not be
permanent and widespread.’ Pipelines don’t, in and of
themselves, emit greenhouse gases. And oil spills are basically
spilled milk, not worth crying over. So check off the 209
conditions between the picture of the grizzly bear on the cover
of Considerations and the Forest Stewardship Council logo on
the back cover and you’re good to go!

Incidentally, Item 4.3.6 concedes that eight grizzly bear
populations would be affected ‘over the linear density threshold,’
but this—and the negative impact on woodland caribou—were
‘found to be justified in the circumstances.’ There is a picture of
a grizzly with a salmon in its mouth on that very page of
Connections. I have thus far resisted adding to my pristine copy
a cartoon word bubble indicating an out-of-frame voice saying,
‘Suck it, fishface!’
To be fair—I know, a little late in the game—the report does
take some pains to indicate that it listened to a lot of dissenting
voices. Why, Item 2.3 in Connections (‘What were the public
concerns?’) is a veritable litany of complaints and wrung hands.
‘People expressed concerns about the ‘catastrophic’ effects they
believe a major pipeline rupture or tanker spill could have on
salmon and other fish... People were concerned about the effect
of tanker traffic... Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal participants
said clean environments are crucial parts of traditional and
present-day cultures.’ Duly noted, y’all. We feel you.
I could go on, but there are two odd little logical hiccups I’d
like to highlight from the report. They concern the two
shrugging dismissals I’ve already mentioned: that upstream and
downstream impacts were outside the mandate, and that large
oil spills would cause damage limited in time and space.
Let’s start with upstream and downstream impacts. For the
overwhelming majority of people not living along the length of
the pipeline, the big one is climate change. This is broadly
understood beyond the pages of Joint Review Panel reports on
oil pipelines to be the absolute top concern regarding the
extraction, refining and burning of the fossil fuels transported
by such pipelines. It’s conspicuously absent from the report,
aside from some passing references to ‘emissions.’ Which—
again to be fair—are created before and after the oil passes
JOINT REVIEW PANEL, please turn to page 9
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- Peter Nix

The first time a Prime Minister comes to Cowichan in 60 years,
yet ordinary citizens were not even told of his visit, not invited
to ask questions, and he was protected from view by police
officers? Wow, is this a democracy?
So when I learned that the Prime Minister was coming to
Brentwood College on January 7, I asked Cowichan Carbon
Busters to come. And come they did—between 200 and 300
responded and arrived to question Prime Minister Harper
about climate change.
I am so ticked off! I have worked for many oil and gas
companies—only to quit when I realized that greenhouse gases
will destroy my kids’ future. But Harper has not changed his life
or his climate change policies one bit.
Brentwood College is a school for goodness sake—are
students not encouraged to ask questions? What a farce! Shame
on Brentwood for hosting this travesty of democracy.
Since I did not contribute to Harper’s campaign, I was not
invited to see Prime Minister Harper—what a surprise. Instead,
I gave his well-heeled guests a list of questions as they drove in,
such as, ‘When will you understand that Canada cannot have a
strong economy if our climate, and society, is destroyed by
greenhouse gases and that local renewable energy sources, not
pipelines, will provide more long-term local jobs for Canadians
than will fossil fuel?’
But we all know that Stephen Harper’s real purpose in
coming was to rub the back of his financial supporters, and to
bolster support for this new riding. No question about it—and,
of course, no questions allowed.

Local Representatives Protest

But speaking of democracy on a positive note, local politicians
did come to protest including Cowichan Valley Regional District
Directors Loren Duncan, Lori Lannidinardo and Ian Morrison,
as well as Duncan Councillor Michelle Staples—big thanks for
their political courage. And thanks also to the RCMP for
protecting our right to protest.

MAYNE MEETING from page 3
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Climate Justice

phase out all crude oil exports in our ecologically sensitive
waters.
Sheila’s Power Point presentation was sobering. In
comparisons to both Alaska and Washington state, BC came
out looking very ill-prepared for any incident that could occur
within the waters around Mayne Island. Container vessels,
cruise ship, and crude oil and barge tanker traffic are
predicted to double by 2025 and triple by 2030 with no
process in place for an increase in spill response.
Sheila spoke on her experience traveling with a 30-person
delegation of top Canadian oil executives, First Nations
leaders and fellow local politicians to Norway (see
www.islandtides.com: Island Tides, July 18, 2013, ‘Norway
oil: state ownership and taxation’, also single article reprint
in Oil+Gas archive). The delegation were astounded at the
well-oiled machine Norway has created.
The indigenous Sami peoples of Norway hold their own
parliament, spanning 3 countries, which has a very strong
influence on resource decisions affecting their region. The
Norwegian Parliament is elected by proportional
representation and members sit in a semi-circle based on
their region rather than their party affiliation.
Sheila was told there was a much more civil discourse in
their parliament than in ours. The Norwegian National
pension fund is currently worth over $900bn from oil
revenues taxed at 75%. Their regulated spill response time is
measured in minutes, assisted by dozens of well-staffed spill

Photo: Bill Vinton, Communities To Protect Our Coast (CPOC)

Prime Minister Harper’s reception at the gate of Brentwood
College, on Jan 7, included many placard-bearing families in
the spontaneously gathered crowd.

Elected representatives at our rally helped demonstrate that
Harper is the real anti-democratic radical; for example, his
support for oil pipelines companies will contribute to the
destruction of our climate and society. Hey, how radical is that?
Ironically, protesters are the conservatives; in the sense that
we want to ‘conserve’ our climate—we call it climate justice.
Millions of lives are being destroyed by the lack of action on
climate change. So fellow citizens, let’s use our anger
constructively to elect politicians who will phase out the fossil
fuel industry. First item on our agenda, get rid of Harper as
Prime Minister. 0
stations along their coast—all working together with first
responders, industry and government. Our government has
a regulated response time of three days and no geographic
response plans in place.

Kinder Morgan Proposed Pipelines

If approved, Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain Pipeline
expansion proposal will bring many more tankers carrying
diluent and exporting bitumen thinned with the diluent.
Approval would take the number of oil tankers passing the
Southern Gulf Islands from 50 to over 400 annually by 2017.
The Islands Trust has asked in letters that the federal
government assure them that they have studied and are
regulating the industry’s potential hazards to our marine
environment. To date no reassurance has come from any of
their correspondence.
The very next day saw the actual filing of Kinder Morgan’s
15,000-page proposal to twin its aging Trans Mountain
pipeline. At her presentation, Sheila urged us to consider
voicing our opinions or our knowledge to the National Energy
Board, which will be making the decision whether to
recommend the project or reject it. There is a very short
window of opportunity, till noon on February 12, to make
your application, as an individual or a group, to submit a
written statement or to set up as interveners in the process.
(See ad, page 10, and article, page 5, about applying to be on
record at the Hearings?). 0
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BW-9
Coming Soon to a Health Food Store Near You
lant extracts have been with us for a few hundred years:
the alchemists dissolved ‘essential oils’ in alcohol and
they learned how to reduce and concentrate some of the
liquors squeezed from plants and animals. That’s how we got
perfumes, elixirs and cod ‘chemists invented the al’embic
apparatus for distilling al’cohol’— for which we thank them.
Back in the 1950s, my dad used to frequent herbal stores in
Liverpool and come home with treasures we all had to try. Garlic
pearls (capsules of garlic oil) so we could ingest garlic without
suffering the smell; or yerba mate tea from Brazil which
required a lot of sugar before I could get it down.
Herbal food stores carry shelves of plant extracts: be it
echinecea, rosemary or mint, and for years the manufacturers
of said extracts have pleaded in vain for permission to make
specific health claims: ‘this product will cure your...!’ Well
friends, that time is fast coming.

Phytonutrients Are Big Business

The biochemistry of plants and animals is a hot science and the
knowledge of phytochemicals/phytonutrients is growing
exponentially. What we are talking about are so-called antioxidants, polyphenols and a myriad more micro-essences found
in every living organism. The World’s Healthiest Foods for
example, says that phytochemicals ‘protect the plant’s vitality’—
whatever that means. What it really translates to is that
phytochemicals have become a very big business and if
regulatory agencies will not credit green tea or fennel seeds with
curing obesity or flatulence then perhaps they will license the
isolated active ingredient.

Licensing The Top Ten

In the top ten list is curcumin, the stuff that makes turmeric
yellow. One of the basic ingredients in curry mixes, turmeric is
a tropical Asian plant, distantly related to ginger, that looks like
an iris. Verdure Sciences has just won a patent to sell the extract
(curcumin) in eight European countries. As the company says,
‘this new patent marks a milestone’ in the history of herbal
extracts. They go on to say ‘curcumin can benefit skin diseases,
Alzheimer’s disease, colitis, stomach ulcers, high cholesterol,

JOINT REVIEW PANEL from page 7

through the pipeline.
But perhaps you’d been led to believe—by
Canada’s prime minister and natural resources
minister and Alberta’s premier, among
others—that the whole reason Northern
Gateway was such a high-priority piece of
infrastructure was because it would encourage
new oilsands developments, thus creating new
‘Economic Action’ in the field of ‘Responsible
Resource Development’,—as per the most
vociferously championed ‘Plan’ in the nation’s
history.
Well, hold it there, hoss. ‘We did not
consider that there was a sufficiently direct
connection between the project and any
particular existing or proposed oil sands
development or other oil production activities
to warrant consideration of the effects of these
activities.’ Got that? Northern Gateway
pipeline has no direct connection to Alberta’s
oilsands! This must just be surprising the boots
right off the feet of a great many CEOs in a
great many Calgary boardrooms, but there you
go.
And to their credit, the Joint Review
panelists offer up ‘four factors’ to explain this
reasoning. (We’re back in that gem Item 2.2.2,
by the way.) They’re all impressive, but I liked
the third bullet point best. ‘Bruderheim
Station’—the eastern terminus of the pipeline—
‘would not be located near oil sands
developments and could receive oil from a
variety of sources.’ I wish I could report that
those Joint Review Panel dreamers suggested
a few other possible sources for the hundreds
of thousands of barrels of diluted bitumen per
day the pipeline is being built to transport, but
alas they left us to wonder.
Anyway, point being this is a report that
doesn’t consider such fussy ‘upstream’ details.
Except when it’s assessing the economic
benefits of the very same pipeline, over in Item
3.1, which is rather inconveniently located just
12 pages further along in the very same report.
‘We have taken into consideration that
Western Canadian crude oil supply and the
demand for imported condensate are forecast
to grow significantly over the life of the project.’
So a cornerstone of the economic case for the
pipeline is that oilsands supplies will increase,
but those increases have no direct connection
to the project being used to deliver them to new

scabies and viral infections.’ Citing 3000 new technical papers,
curcumin has been described as ‘one of the biggest-growing
products in the botanical market.’ According to Nutrition
Business Journal, ‘sales of curcumin and turmeric-based
supplements are expected to grow 21.5% from 2013-2016 to
$235 million.’ And this is just one extract from one plant!
Pharmaceutical businesses are teetering on the edge of a
huge marketing program to promote patented plant extracts as
health cures. A spokesman for one company stated that ‘we
write about the science without stepping over the line.’ A line
that is rapidly being redrawn. In this country a recent claim that
curcumin ‘helps relieve joint inflammation and associated
symptoms such as joint pain when used in conjunction with
conventional treatment,’ (note the qualifier) has recently been
authorized by the Natural Health Products Directorate, a
branch of Health Products and Food of Health Canada.
Also in the top ten list, cranberries will be in everyone’s
grocery cart this year. Ocean Spray have been very successful
selling one of my favourite products: dried, sweetened and oiled
(for tongue appeal) cranberries. Their simple claim that ‘they
are good for you’ is so vague as to be useless. Dr Jeffrey
Blumberg, FASN, FACN, CNS, Director of the Antioxidants
Research Laboratory and Professor in the Friedman School of
Nutrition Science and Policy at Tufts University, says that
‘hundreds of studies show that... the polyphenols found in
cranberries… promote a healthy urinary tract and exert
protective benefits for cardiovascular disease and other chronic
conditions.’ France is the first country to approve cranberry
extract of proanthocyanidins for urinary infections. Coming
soon on the list for cranberry proanthocyanidin claims are
reductions in hypertension and cholesterol.
Fruits, common and exotic, have been hauled into labs
across the world for a fresh inquisition into their value as
magical mystery cures. Coffee and chocolate are constantly
interrogated because they are easy to market, while leaping up
the list are gac fruit from south Asia, kiwi, pomegranates,
rosemary, oats and olives. Fructose (as opposed to cane or beet
Sucrose), a monosaccharide sugar found in most ripe fruits and
honey, is the new poster child for 2014. The European Food

markets from an environmental perspective.
Connections is nothing if not one seriously
gutsy Joint Review Panel report.
There’s a similarly nifty trick going on in the
oil spill risk assessment section, which as I’ve
mentioned estimates the possibility of a major
spill to be ‘unlikely,’ with no ‘permanent’ or
‘widespread’ impact. Turn to Item 5.5 for some
elaboration: ‘We found that, in rare
circumstances, a localized population or
species could potentially be permanently
affected by an oil spill. Scientific research from
a past spill indicates that this will not impact
the recovery of functioning ecosystems.’
Sure aren’t a lot of specifics there, and to be
fair (yet again!) you have to turn to a whole
other page of the report to find the section
where it says Northern Gateway is obliged to
establish ‘a scientific advisory committee to
study what happens to diluted bitumen when
released into the environment.’ So we don’t
actually know how the oil would behave if it
spilled, but we’re really quite sure the impacts
won’t be too bad. Take our word for it or
whatever.
This is a report that almost physically
shrugs in your hands as you read it.
I haven’t even mentioned the fact that
Fisheries and Oceans Canada told the Joint
Review Panel many, many moons ago it lacked
the capacity to provide a full environmental
impact assessment. Or that First Nations along
the route are already asserting their intention
to refuse to let the pipeline be built on their
land. Or that, as a country, we have just maybe
the most incoherent climate and energy
policies in the industrial world.
I really could go on, but I won’t for now.
Heckuva job there, Joint Review Panel. Lovely
photos. 0

This article first appeared in DeSmog,
www.desmog.ca which produces on-line
news, opinion and analysis on solutions to the
deteriorating public discourse on science and
the environment in Canada. Chris Turner is
author of Geography of Hope, The Leap and
War on Science, all vital reading.

He ran for the federal Green Party in
Calgary Centre’s by-election in November
2012 garnering 25.3% of votes cast in a
Conservative stronghold. 0

T

he tongues of carps, dormice, and camels heels,
Boil’d in the spirit of sol, and dissolved in pearl,
Apicius’ diet against the epilepsy.
—Ben Jonson, The Alchemist, 1610

Safety Authority have determined that food manufacturers that
substitute at least 30% of glucose or sucrose with fructose can
claim: ‘Consumption of foods containing fructose leads to a
lower blood glucose rise compared to foods containing sucrose
or glucose.’ A claim that might seem self-evident. We all recall
that the ubiquitous corn syrup is essentially synthesized sucrose
and glucose.
Big business is into this market because selling a teaspoon
of a plant extract (or synthesized version thereof) makes for big
profits. What they rarely tell you is that eating fresh off-the-vine
fruit is far better. Peter Dehasque, CEO of an ingredients
company is an exception. At one interview he asked rhetorically
whether whole fresh ‘fruit is a functional product on its own.’
Then answered candidly, ‘actually it is.... It’s not just the
vitamins, the fibers, the antioxidants. It’s a combination of all
that that makes it [fruit] stand out.’ Thank you, Peter.
In a recent interview, intrepid plant explorer Joseph Simcox,
told the on-line journal Food Navigator: ‘there are 300,000
species of plants on our planet, with about 30,000 deemed to
be useful for food purposes. Of these, about 7,000 species have
been documented in the archives as having been used for food
and about 3,000 are used on a happen chance basis in different
cultures around the world. Despite such big numbers, between
85 and 95% of the calories consumed in the world come from
12 different plants.’
And that says it all.
Since the beginning of time, Homo sapiens, and her
prosimian ancestors, ate what came into their hands: leaves and
shoots of every conceivable plant and tree, fruit in season, and
anything else that moved. Now profit and convenience has
reduced this to 12 plants. Go figure. As ever, the real answer lies
in what you put on your child’s plate. Do you feed your her with
processed foods and additives, or with whole, fresh, fruits and
greens from the garden and market? 0
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Car Rentals

Near Sidney, Saanich,
Victoria, Ferries & Airport
Seniors’ Specials
Long & Short Term
Mention ad for discount!

1.800.809.0788
gsaautorentals.com

FOR SALE

Yakima Mako saddle kayak roof
rack mounts. $50/set + shipping (4
saddles). Located on Pender
Island. 250 629-6038.
2008 Harley-Davidson Fxdse2 110
Screaming Eagle Engine, AT
$2,100.jrowland1090@gmail.com

HAVE BOAT • WILL TRAVEL

P

Brian Crumblehulme
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Professional transcriber of audio
interviews needed part-time. Can
work remotely. Call 250-216-2267
or email g-wcommunications
@shaw.ca

250-537-7481
Dave
Callum 250-538-8640
“We don’t stand
behind our work,
we stand behind a tree.”

Besley

Design & Build

Foundations & Framing
Siding & Roofing
Finishing
Decks & Fences
Renovations & Additions
Timberworks & Arbors
25 years experience
Licensed & Insured
Call Ron for free estimate
rbesley@shaw.ca • 250.537.8885

Hy-Geo
Consulting
Technical services for

HELP WANTED

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

Water Wells
Aquifers
Groundwater
(250) 658-1701
information@hy-geo.com

On Time & On Budget

• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker

250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

FIREWOOD

FOR SALE
2-4 Cord Loads

Call Ian for pricing

250-539-5463

www.hy-geo.com
• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE

1-800-746-7444
250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com

An Island Family Business for
47 Years!

DIVE
SERVICES

throughout the

Gulf Islands
Chris West

Dive Services

250-888-7199/250-538-1667

cdwest@telus.net

NEXT DEADLINE Jan 29 • 250.216.2267 * islandtides@islandtides.com
BOXED ADS B&W: $24.50/in+gst • COLOUR: $32/in+gst
DISCOUNTS on prepaid multi-edition series
WORD ADS $18 (25 words), additional words 27¢ ea

www.islandtides.com
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Application to Participate in National Energy Board Public Hearing for
Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC
Trans Mountain Expansion Project
The National Energy Board (NEB) has received an application from Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC for approval to construct and operate the
Trans Mountain Expansion Project (Project).
Description of The Project
The Project would expand the existing Trans Mountain pipeline system located between Edmonton, AB and Burnaby, BC. It would include
DSSUR[LPDWHO\NPRIQHZSLSHOLQHQHZDQGPRGL¿HGIDFLOLWLHVVXFKDVSXPSVWDWLRQVDQGWDQNVDQGWKHUHDFWLYDWLRQRINPRIH[LVWLQJ
pipeline. There would also be an expansion of the
Westridge Marine Terminal.
New pipeline segments would be added between
Edmonton to Hinton, AB, Hargreaves, BC to
'DU¿HOG%&DQG%ODFN3LQHV%&WR%XUQDE\%&
Reactivation of existing pipeline segments would
occur between Hinton, AB to Hargreaves, BC and
'DU¿HOGWR%ODFN3LQHV%&
The application can be found on the NEB website.
Participation in NEB Hearing
The NEB will determine if the application is
complete and if so, it will hold a public hearing.
Those who wish to participate in the NEB hearing
must apply to participate. Applicants must clearly
describe their interest in relation to the List of Issues
for the hearing, which is on the NEB website and
included in the application to participate. Those who
are directly affected by the proposed project will be
allowed to participate in the hearing and those with
relevant information or expertise may be allowed
to participate.
The application to participate is on the NEB’s website at:
www.neb-one.gc.ca
select Major Applications and Projects then
Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC - Trans Mountain Expansion
Applications to participate in the NEB Hearing are due on or before noon on 12 February 2014. Individuals and groups applying to
participate must provide enough information for the NEB to decide whether participant status should be granted.
7UDQV0RXQWDLQ8/&KDVXQWLO)HEUXDU\WRSURYLGHWKH1(%ZLWKFRPPHQWVRQ$SSOLFDWLRQVWR3DUWLFLSDWHDQGPXVWSURYLGHDFRS\
of its comments to those applicants to whom the comments apply. Applicants who received comments from Trans Mountain ULC about their
$SSOLFDWLRQWR3DUWLFLSDWHKDYHXQWLO0DUFKWRVHQGWKH%RDUG\RXUUHVSRQVHWR7UDQV0RXQWDLQ¶VFRPPHQWV
Comments and Responses should be sent to the Secretary of the Board: www.neb-one.gc.ca, select Regulatory Documents then
Submit Documents.
CONTACTS
Information on NEB hearing processes and participant funding is available at www.neb-one.gc.ca > Major Applications and Projects >
Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC - Trans Mountain Expansion.
If you require additional information, the NEB has appointed Ms. Reny Chakkalakal as a Process Advisor to provide assistance.
Ms. Reny Chakkalakal
Process Advisor, NEB
E-mail: TransMountainPipeline.Hearing@neb-one.gc.ca
7HOHSKRQH WROOIUHH 

www.islandtides.com

Ms. Sarah Kiley
&RPPXQLFDWLRQV2I¿FHU1(%
E-mail: sarah.kiley@neb-one.gc.ca
7HOHSKRQH
7HOHSKRQH WROOIUHH 

The globalization of the workforce

I

Elizabeth May

t used to be understood that a healthy economy included
low unemployment and available jobs right across the
country. Pockets of persistently high unemployment would
receive help in stimulus investments and in enhanced
unemployment insurance coverage.
Now, all that has changed. Just as ownership of raw
resources is globalized, with multinationals from all around the
world owning oil sands mines and wanting to ship out raw
bitumen, so too is labour unhinged from local. Without loyalty
to what is local or even what is Canadian, workers are state-less,
pressured by competitive forces and down-sizing. Employment
is precarious.
It skews local economies and undermines sustainability. The
oil sands of northern Alberta need labour, so the unemployed
of other regions (especially Atlantic Canada) are recruited to
work several weeks on/several weeks off, commuting by jet.
True, the men who come home have money in their pockets,
but the local communities to which they return are hollowing
out. It is almost impossible to find a plumber or an electrician
in a small Maritime community. They are out west.
Workers are also available off-shore. CEOs are encouraged
to abandon Canadian workers in preference for outsourced
labour from India. Their reward is a multi-million dollar bonus
as they hand out pink slips to Canadians and out-source offshore. RBC made headlines recently when it laid off its workers,
but asked some to stay to train their replacements—outsourced
staff in India.
The other dramatic labour trend is in the increase of
Temporary Foreign Workers (TFW). The whole concept of
TFW is offensive. The workers in this category are entirely
beholden to the one employer who has brought them to Canada.
They cannot complain of unsafe working conditions or any
other abuse without fear that their complaint will get them sent
home. The programme is inherently exploitative of the workers,
who attain no rights or priority to move to Canada permanently.
Rather than send the work to India, the TFW programme
brings the cheap labour here. The use of the programme has
been growing rapidly. Since the mid-2000s reliance on TFW
has expanded dramatically, more than tripling in eight years.

F

For the first time, in 2008, the number of new permanent
residents accepted in Canada was smaller than the number of
TFW. By December 2012, there were over 338,000 temporary
foreign workers in Canada. The whole scheme is looking a lot
less ‘temporary.’
Two of my constituents have bucked the trend by
committing themselves to local labour. Both will tell you they
are making a profit, while doing good for the community.
Jerry Horel is VP Engineering at local IT company
Caffeinated Turtle Enterprises Inc. Jerry spelled out for me a
comparison of outsourcing work to India and hiring local; it was
a cost saving to hire local.
The outsourcing company in India claimed he would save
money using their services. He required an engineering contract
to build multi-media SDK (software development kit) for
Android and Apple IOS devices. Instead, he went to the
University of Victoria Co-op programme, where he was able to
hire two cracker-jack young engineers on an eight month
contract. The Indian out-sourcing firm insisted on a one year
contract. The UVic Co-op students, at more than $20/hour, not
only saved him $40,000 compared to outsourcing in India, they
also took the project to another level, piggy-backing a second
product for the same customer. Additional bonus—jobs for
Canadians and the money they spent stayed local.
Jerry concluded, ‘While outsourcing works in some limited
environments for large companies building large projects, it
makes absolutely no sense for IT projects within government
or small business environments.”
My other story is from Peninsula farmer Bryce Rashleigh.
When the family farm was sold, he converted his farming model
to working other peoples’ fields. This summer, for example, he
harvested the hay off 37 farms – over 640 acres. He also plants
grains on other properties and has been having great success
with lentils. I asked him where he found his workers, expecting
him to rely, as do so many other farm operations, with TFW.
When he told me he hired young people from the
community, I expressed surprise and said, ‘I keep being told
Canadian kids won’t do that kind of work.’ He replied, ‘They will
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An owl watches breakfasting through the kitchen
window. Perhaps it was a poor night’s hunting.

if you pay them.’
The harvest this year ran for 31 days straight, with a crew of
35 people working to harvest grains and bale hay. Bryce paid a
range of $18- 26/hour. He is a principled and idealistic farmer.
He wants to train young people as future farmers. He supports
the community and has had a loyal, seasonal crew, seeing many
kids work with him from high school through university.
At the close of harvest, he and his family host a celebratory
feast to give thanks. I attended this fall and have to admit being
pretty choked up as he distributed bonuses, while the young
people thanked him for the chance to work.
Youth unemployment in Canada is at 14%. What if we paid
Canadian kids and trained them to take those jobs? What if we
treated ‘labour’as ‘people?’. 0

Fighting BC Ferries April 1st service cuts
rom Saturna to Haida Gwaii, and from Victoria to the
Chilcotin, a group composed of First Nations Council
representatives, elected officials, grassroots organizers
and concerned business owners, and individuals, stand united
in fighting the proposed April 1 BC Ferries cuts after a lengthy
video-conference call on Thursday, January 9.
‘We are an alliance of BC residents and businesses who are
fighting for the 20% of British Columbians that rely on the
ferries to connect them with their homes and their livelihoods,’
said conference-call host Kathy Ramsey from Gabriola Island.
‘Our communities generate 36% of the province’s revenue. The
people of BC cannot afford not to listen to us.’
‘It’s in the interest of all British Columbians to recognize the
ferry system as part of the overall provincial transportation
network, and provide services and investment equal to that
enjoyed by the rest of the province,’ said Powell River Mayor
David Formosa. ‘BC’s ferry fleet must be operated for the public
good and economic well-being.’
‘We want BC residents to understand that last year ferry
users paid 92% of the operating costs at the toll booth,’ said BC
Ferry Coalition’s Jim Cleghorn, a retired commercial banker of
35 years. ‘Many of our volunteer Ferry Advisory Committees
have said they are willing to work with BC Ferries and the
Province to explore cost reductions.’

LETTERS from page 5

Even the industry admits that an oil spill clean up is considered
successful if as little as 15% of the oil is recovered. There is no
known way to recover bitumen once it is spilled and sinks to the
bottom of the ocean. And it will sink in short order, once it is
spilled.
• Also at risk from spills: salmon, endangered orca whales,
recreational opportunities, shellfish impacted by oil spills and
global warming, etc.
• Opposition: There is opposition from First Nations. The
Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh Nations are two First Nations
groups that have spoken out against this application. 130 First
Nations have signed the Save the Fraser Declaration. Charter
Challenges can be expected. The Union of BC Municipalities
opposes tanker expansion on the BC coast. Local governments
of all types including the Islands Trust have expressed
opposition. Expect more opposition as people learn more about
the proposal and how it will affect them personally.
• Climate: any environmental review process ought to (but
doesn’t) consider the climate change impacts of the proposed
project. Tar sands development is one of the greatest
contributors to climate change; pipelines and the oil they move
promote further development of the tar sands—and the
resulting harm to our biosphere worse. The sooner we wean
ourselves from our addiction to fossil fuels, the sooner we can

‘Smaller communities are going to sink further as a result of
the cuts,’ affirmed William Yovanovich of the Skidegate Band
Council. ‘They will affect everything from medical travel, mail
service, fresh produce and on and on. This is really a crisis with
no time to explore possible options. Immediate action is
needed.’
‘This is not just a coastal issue,’ said Petrus Rykes, West
Chilcotin Tourism Association. ‘Without adequate ferry service,
Highway 20 is basically a dead-end road.’

The group calls on the Province to:

• immediately rescind the cuts that are already devastating
many of their communities and economies, and guaranteed to
sink tourism and business opportunities by summer 2014;
• engage in meaningful dialogue with the most directly
affected stakeholders in the BC Ferries service: the residents of
ferry-dependent communities;
• insist that BC Ferries and the Province re-commit to a longterm sustainable plan for the ferry fleet, and re-affirm that BC
Ferries is an essential transportation service;
• instruct the Ferry Commissioner to actively oversee BC
Ferries as an entity managed for the public good in order to
facilitate social and economic growth.
• ensure that fiscal fairness is practiced for the benefit of all
communities: BC Ferries needs to be just as reliable, affordable

address climate change. We must find alternatives.
• Democracy: based on what has happened in Ontario (Line
Nº9 Pipeline expansion) we can expect limited opportunities
for public involvement. British Columbians will be directly
affected by this pipeline and tankers project. As British
Columbians, we need to be able to have effective input into the
process. That has not yet happened. So far Kinder Morgan has
only engaged citizens in what amounts to a public relations
exercise.
Our governments ought to provide opportunities for BC
residents to have their voices heard because we are all directly
affected. The current National Energy Board hearing process
shuts out British Columbians from meaningful input. The
evaluation system as it exists right now is very broken.
For these reasons, British Columbians must be prepared to
strongly demonstrate their opposition to this proposal. Write
good old-fashioned letters to local newspaper editors and post
them. Sign petitions. And be prepared to participate in peaceful
non-violent demonstrations.
If this pipeline application is approved without the informed
approval of British Columbians, it will be one more nail in the
coffin for democracy in Canada and this beautiful place called
British Columbia.
Burtt Fidler, Gabriola Island 0

and accessible as other provincial transportation infrastructure.
Failure to address these conditions will result in significant
economic and social losses that will affect all British
Columbians.
Participants affirmed that the 2003 Coastal Ferry Act, which
promised communities economic growth, improved service and
a sustainable ferry system, had invited people to come settle in
their communities, based on those promises.
‘Families moved here, businesses were established, tourism
was promoted on that basis,’ Rob Hellenius, Gabriola’s
conference moderator, concluded. ‘People are already listing
their homes and choosing to relocate their businesses
elsewhere. Broken promises threaten the very homes and
communities we built. This is a death knell to a thriving
community.’
For more imformation visit: www.bcmarinehighway.org,
www.bcferrycoalition.com, Faces of the Cuts Campaign, on
Facebook. Also view I Live Here video on Youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvXjcUzAIlE. 0

What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
Tuesday, January 28

Public Consultation on Biking and Walking Trail—Capital
Regional District wants your input on a feasibility study completed
for cycling and pedestrian opportunities along the south approach
to Ganges Village on Fulford/Ganges Road; study is being
coordinated by CRD Regional Parks and is examining the potential
for a regional trail along this route • Salt Spring Island Public Library
• 3-6:30pm • Info: www.crd.bc.ca/plan or 250-478-3344 • SALT
SPRING

Saturday Jan 25 to Saturday Feb 1

Intrepid theatre presents Winterlab—
engage your senses and brighten your
winter with the hottest theatre from the
coldest country: puppets, projections,
popcorn, parties and spacesuits, shows
and events for all ages •Metro Stidio,
Intrepid Theatre Club, The HQ • Tickets:
ticketrocket.org, 250.590.6291 • Info: www.intrepidtheatre.com •
VICTORIA

Saturday & Sunday, February 22 & 23

Sheep Hide Tanning Workshop—workshop methods involve no
chemicals, sheep hides are available for a nominal fee or you can
bring your own, hearty lunch both days, proceeds to SSI Abattoir •
Farmers Institute • Registration: $200 • Info: Susan 250.653.4207 •
SALT SPRING
Single-venue (50 words): $39.90 includes image
Multi-venue (70 words): $44.10, $50.40 w image
Payment with order by Visa or MasterCard, please

Email: islandtides@islandtides.com • 250.216.2267
Next Deadline January 29
www.islandtides.com
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No shortage of cormorants for birders to count on this Saanich Peninsula rock.

Photo: Tom Hobley
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ALR: Protection to Prosperity

This Year’s Attending
Authors:

Joelle Anthony

Michael Christie

Eve Lazarus

Marilyn Bowering

Dina Del Bucchia

Bev Sellars

Chris Arnett

George Bowering
Thea Bowering

Raffi Cavoukian

Aaron Chapman

Brad Cran

Amber Dawn

Catherine Greenwood
Jack Hodgins

Grant Lawrence

Kathryn Para

Linda L Richards
Audrey Thomas

Michael Wuitchik
David Zieroth

ould the Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) exist today if the NDP hadn’t
won the 1972 election? While food
security was part of every campaign’s platform,
it’s unlikely it would have been the ALR. As we
now know, even the NDP didn’t plan the ALR.
After the 1972 election, Dave Stupich
became BC’s Agriculture Minister, and under
his leadership the ALR was established. The BC
NDP deserve full credit for the legislation, but
very few know the full story.
A review of the record reveals that Stupich
used the media to lock his cabinet colleagues
into supporting his efforts. He didn’t have a
plan and comments like, ‘I would not advise
anyone to invest in farmland with any
intention to develop it for industrial or
residential purposes,’ sent land speculators and
real estate markets reeling.
To quell the speculation and give his
Ministry time to draft the new legislation,
Stupich convinced his colleagues to ‘freeze
farmland’ zoning and subdivision applications
through an Order-In-Council.
Arguably, Stupich’s ad hoc ALR proposal
resulted in decades of tension that has had
everyone focusing on protection of the zone
(the ALR) rather than nurturing the
agricultural industry.
Protecting farmland in perpetuity is the
‘provincial interest,’ but it is only half of the
issue. Ensuring farmers can afford to farm is
the other half. When farmers aren’t making a
living, when they can’t afford to feed
themselves; they are forced to make choices
that may put their farmland and the provincial
interest at risk.
Today, high quality agricultural land is
being buried in construction fill. Industrially
scaled farm-based composting operations are
suffocating residential neighbourhoods.
Farmland owners ignore the Agricultural Land
Commission (ALC) rulings pursuing other
non-farm activities that provide a better return
than farming. How has it come to this?
Stupich tried to go further than protecting
farmland. He committed to compensating
farmers for their loss of development potential.
This split the NDP caucus. With no cost-benefit
analysis, fiscally-minded MLA’s worried about
the cost of compensation. A number
challenged the offer; and successfully argued
that land development rights rest with the
Crown, not the landowner. As a result the BC

www.islandtides.com

- Adam Olsen

NDP created a zone that protected farmland.
Unfortunately, this zone couldn’t address the
root problem—economic viability.
Polls show British Columbians consistently
support the ALR. It is political suicide to
tamper too much with this ‘sacrosanct’
agricultural zone. Opening the legislation is
complex and politically difficult and the ALR is
too deeply entrenched in British Columbia for
any government to ‘fix’ it with an Order-InCouncil.
Improving local production and food
security requires a modern discussion, not
chest-beating or reactive and simple quick
fixes. It is in the provincial interest for us to
consider the system where, because of
increasing local land, transportation and
labour costs, we are dependent on global
markets, to supply us with cheaper food. We
need to recognize that our personal food
choices are contributing to the elimination of
our farms and farmers.

Commentary

Rather than wax nostalgic for 1973, future
generations require a mature political
discussion. Food is a necessity and
communities are neither sustainable nor
resilient without farmland and the food that it
can provide.The ALR has never been perfect.
It was a stop-gap measure to stem the loss of
our limited agricultural lands. No one has all
the answers. So let’s open up the discussion to
consider how we support and enhance our
ALR and our farmers. Fundamentally, it’s
about making farming profitable.
This discussion could start by considering:
• The ideas that were initially considered in
1972 as well as those that have emerged since.
Protecting the land requires more than a black
line on a map, addressing the rising cost of
farmland is critical.
• Improving and expanding access to local
markets. How do we get the public to purchase
local food first?
• How we increase local food production?
What do farmers need —housing options, food
processing facilities?
Eating isn’t partisan. British Columbians
want to know food is close to home. Not just in
grocery stores. It’s human to want a back-up
plan. LNG, rodeos and other hair-brained
ideas aren’t more important to BC than the
ability produce our food. We need to stop
playing politics and start leading. 0

